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Mysteries

Mysteries
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Mysteries

Mystery comparisons

2.

Choose two good mystery stories
you have read. What did they
have in common? What were
the differences? What techniques
did the authors use to hold your
attention?
R
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Favourite game

Cluedo is a game that challenges
its players to solve mysteries by
examining clues. Play this game
with others in your group.
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3.

Mysteries

Mystery codes

4.

Secret codes are often used in
mystery stories. Develop your own
secret code. Send a message to a
friend. See if your friend can
decode the message by figuring
out your code.
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Spooky words

Make a list of mystery words or
terms that give you a spooky
feeling. Examples: eerie, weird,
ghostly. See how many you can
think of.
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5.

6.

Nancy Drew and The Hardy Boys
are two famous mystery series.
Read several of these books.
Compare and contrast them.
Why do you believe they are so
popular?
U
E
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Old favourites
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Television mystery

Many mystery shows are
broadcast on television. Watch
one of these shows. Write a
critique of the show. Tell how the
show could have been improved.
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7.

Mysteries

Mystery patterns

8.

Most mystery stories follow a
similar pattern. There is an
introduction that sets the stage.
The second section builds the
suspense and provides clues.
Finally, the author solves the
mystery. Try your skill at being a
mystery writer. Create your own
exciting mystery story.
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Ending comparisons

Read a mystery story. Stop when
you think you have enough clues
to solve the mystery. Write your
own ending. Now finish reading
the story. How did your ending
compare with that of the author?
If your ending was quite different,
give reasons for these differences.
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9.

Mysteries

Private eye

10. Comparisons

Many mystery stories might be
classified as detective fiction.
Trace the history of detective
fiction stories from the mid 1700s
to the present. How have the story
ideas changed over the years?
Why do you think these changes
have occurred? Find out what the
word ‘genre’ means.
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Read at least one Sherlock
Holmes story. Compare Holmes
and Watson to modern detectives.
Why do you think Holmes’s
stories have remained popular
over the years? What media
forms have they taken?
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Mysteries

11. Poe’s prose

12. How many?

Read several selections written by
Edgar Allan Poe. Record the
clues/time tabling/tracking that
lead to logical deduction.

Write the word ‘mysterious’ at the
top of your paper. Make as many
words from these letters as
possible.
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13. Combine ideas

14. Media mysteries

Consider these elements: a
haunted house, an old man with
a beard, a bloody knife, a can of
baked beans and a dog.
Write a mystery story to include
each element.

Radio, movies and television have
made famous Miss Marple, Father
Dowling and many others. List as
many famous detectives and
mystery solvers as you can.
Find the origin of each.
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15. Life and times

16. Gothic ghosts

Edgar Allan Poe is one of the best
known American writers of
detective fiction. Research his life.
What things in his background
might have contributed to his
mystery writing ability?

Gothic novels are tales of terror.
What is a Gothic novel? What
elements does it have? Read one
from your library. Why do you
think they are so popular? How
many Gothic novels written by
women can you find?
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Fairytales,
fables and
legends

Fairytales

1.

Fairytales

It’s a wonder

2.

Lewis Carroll is a modern writer
of fairytales. Compare his Alice in
Wonderland with fairytales by
Andersen and the Grimms.
Why might his book be classified
as a fairytale?
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Modern tales

Write a fairytale concerning
modern problems. You may want
your main character to face a
crisis or problem related to energy.
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3.

Fairytales

The triad

4.

In most fairytales things happen
in threes. Find examples in
several fairytales.
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It’s in the news

Write a newspaper account of the
events in a well known fairytale.
For example, you might choose to
report on the ball attended by
Cinderella. Use correct news
journalism style.

Of all the fairytales you have
read, who was the meanest villain
or scariest character? Why do you
think so?
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Fairytales

The most awful
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Frog or prince?

Why is the frog chosen to be the
ugly character in so many tales?
Would you make a change to this
tradition? What change would
you make and why?

Fairytales

5.
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Fairytales

7.

8.

Worldly tales

Fairytales are short stories of
enchantment. The story usually
starts out ‘Once upon a time’, or
‘Long, long ago ...’ Read a
variety of fairytales. Identify the
characters. What is the problem?
What helps bring about a
resolution? How does the story
end? What is to be learned?

Fairytales come from all over the
world. Classify tales you read
according to the country of their
origin. Locate these countries on
a map. Make flags to note
famous tales from different
countries. How are they alike?
How are they different?
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Famous beginnings
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9.

Fairytales

Lucky leprechauns

10. Then and now

Leprechauns are fairy creatures
popular in Irish culture. Describe
a leprechaun. Investigate the
beliefs of the Irish related to this
elf character. What holiday do we
celebrate that is taken from this
culture? Research the significance
of celebrating this custom.
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The early tales of Giovanni
Straparola, Charles Perrault and
Frances Browne are well known.
Later come the writings of George
MacDonald, Oscar WiIde and
James Thurber. Compare and
contrast the writings of these
periods.
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11. Common beginnings

12. A mixed up story

How do fairytales begin? List the
introductions you find in those
you read. What do the
introductions have in common?

Take five of your favourite
fairytale characters. Mix them up
in one story. You might want to
make a cartoon or write a short
play to illustrate or dramatise
your mixed up tale.
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13. Real life fairy land

14. Send a card

Walt Disney has developed
movies and park sections around
fairytale characters. Read about
Walt Disney’s life. Write a factual
report about him.

Create a birthday party for one of
your characters. Design a card for
them. You might also want to
write a song.
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16. How does your
garden grow?

15. Plan a party
If you were planning a birthday
party for a fairytale character,
which five guests would you
invite? Where in fairy land would
you go? What would you serve?
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Design a new garden for Mary,
Mary, Quite Contrary. What could
she grow? Illustrate your garden.
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